
JURI Report
At the meeting of 23 and 24 March 2015
The Committee on Legal Affairs will commence this meeting with an exchange of
views on increasing the number of judges at the General Court. The committee will
then consider draft reports and opinions on trade secrets, on the negotiations for
T-TIP, the REFIT programme and the enforcement of IPR. This will be followed by an
exchange of views on the statute for a European Foundation and a presentation on
the 2015 EU Justice Scoreboard. Subsequently, the committee will meet in camera to
verify credentials and deliberate on disputes involving Parliament.

The second day will begin with the coordinators meeting in camera. This will be
followed by votes on the European Convention on conditional access services, the
adoption of the draft report on the Small Claims Procedure, and the draft opinion on
the presumption of innocence. The committee will also vote on the adoption of draft
opinions (in letter form) on Petition 0502/2014 on access to the legal profession in
Spain and on the maximum permitted levels of radioactive contamination in food and
feed.

After the votes, the committee will reconvene in camera to consider requests for
waiver of the parliamentary immunity of Viktor Uspaskich, António Marinho e Pinto,
Ivan Jakovčic, Sotirios Zarianopoulos, and Jérôme Lavrilleux as well as a request for the
defence of the parliamentary immunity of Gabriele Albertini.

The afternoon session will begin with a consideration of amendments on the
harmonisation of certain aspects of copyright and related rights in the information
society. Afterwards, there will be a public hearing entitled 'Time to revisit summer
time?'

______________________________________________________________

HEARING - Time to revisit summer time?
The Committee on Legal Affairs, the Committee on
Industry, Research and Energy and the Committee on
Transport and Tourism will hold a public hearing on
24 March, from 16:00 to 18:30, in room PHS P3C050,
entitled 'Time to revisit summer time?'.

The hearing will consider recent research findings on
the impact of summertime arrangements on
transport and tourism and the impact of seasonal
time-change on energy consumption and on
European industry. During the hearing experts will
have an exchange of views with Members. The
Summer Time Directive will also be discussed in
connection with better regulation, subsidiarity and
proportionality. Please note that no accreditation can
be provided for this event.
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EXCHANGE OF VIEWS
Increasing the number of judges at the General Court of the European Union

At this meeting, the committee will further discuss the question of additional
judges at the General Court of the European Union. In the last meeting, the
committee decided to ask the Court of Justice for further information. Now
that this information has been received, the committee will discuss it.

The new rapporteur, António Marinho e Pinto, is continuing the work of
Alexandra Thein, who brought the matter
as far as the first reading vote in plenary in

the last term. The Court of Justice has made a revised proposal which
would double the number of judges at the General Court (to 56).

As regards the General Court, the original 2011 proposal provided for an
increase of 12 in the number of judges in order to cope with the
increasing number of cases at that court. The figures on the General
Court's workload are very clear, and the case for an increase in the
number of judges has been made.

The committee’s report, as approved by Parliament in plenary sitting in
December 2013, included a novel proposal whereby nationality was not to
be a criterion for the appointment of the additional judges – only merit
was to be a criterion.

However, despite hopes at the time, no agreement could be reached in
February 2014, as the Member States were in the majority opposed to a
selection system not based on nationality. This new proposal has the
merit of avoiding further debate on the nationality of the judges, as each
Member State would have two judges in the General Court. However, it
would involve high costs for the EU budget.

________________________________________________________________________________________________

CONSIDERATION OF DRAFT REPORT
Protection of undisclosed know-how and business
information (trade secrets) against their unlawful
acquisition, use and disclosure

Broadly speaking, any confidential business
information which provides an enterprise with
a competitive advantage may be considered a
trade secret. Trade secrets encompass
manufacturing or industrial secrets and
commercial secrets. The unauthorised use of

such information by persons other than the holder is regarded as unfair
practice and infringement of the trade secret. Depending on the legal
system, the protection of trade secrets falls under the general concept
of protection against unfair competition or else is based on specific
provisions or case-law on the protection of confidential information.
Some Member States do not have specific laws on the matter.

Unlike in the cases of patented inventions or novels protected by
copyright, the holder of a trade secret is not the owner of an exclusive
right over its creation. Competitors and other third parties may
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therefore discover, develop and freely use the same formula. Trade secrets are only legally protected in
instances where someone has obtained the confidential information by illegitimate means (for example
through theft or bribery).

Trade secrets are therefore substantially different from IPRs, which confer exclusivity. Nevertheless, they need
to be protected for the same reasons that IPRs exist: to incentivise innovation by ensuring that creators are in
a position to be rewarded for their efforts.

The Commission proposal introduces a common definition of trade secrets, as well as a means through which
victims of trade secret misappropriation can obtain redress. It seeks to make it easier for national courts to
deal with the misappropriation of confidential business information, to remove products that infringe trade
secrets from the market and to make it easier for victims to obtain damages for illegal actions.

The Council adopted a general approach on 26 May 2014 which generally agrees with the approach adopted
by the Commission. However, the Council has also proposed amendments to the directive, the main ones
being the following:

 a limitation period of six years for any claims or actions (the Commission proposed two years);

 EU Member States may provide greater protection for trade secrets than that set out in the directive;

 removal of the requirement for a trade secret holder to show that an alleged infringer had acted
‘intentionally’ or with ‘gross negligence’, which may make it easier for trade secret holders to prove
infringement;

 measures, procedures and remedies to be made available to ensure civil redress against the
disclosure of trade secrets;

 a new regime for employees which restricts their liability for damages towards employers when
disclosing trade secrets if acting without intent; and

 retaining confidentiality in the course of legal proceedings, whilst ensuring that the rights of the
parties involved in a trade secret litigation case are not undermined.

At the meeting of 13 October 2014 the Commission presented its proposal. On 20 January the committee
held a public hearing on ‘protecting trade secrets’.

At the meeting of 23 and 24 March 2015, the rapporteur, Constance Le Grip, will present her draft report. She
has not wished to introduce fundamental changes to the Commission’s proposal. She has mainly sought to
add clarifications to some aspects, such as to the definition of trade secrets, while trying to ensure a
maximum level of harmonisation. She has also tried to strike a balance between the need to protect
businesses from unfair commercial practices and the respect of freedom of expression. As regards procedural
aspects, while recognising the importance of the secrecy of proceedings, she has introduced some
amendments aimed at protecting the right to a fair trial and the principle of an adversarial process.

________________________________________________________________________________________________

CONSIDERATION OF DRAFT OPINION
Recommendations to the European Commission on the negotiations for the
Transatlantic Trade and Investment Partnership (TTIP)

When the EU negotiates an international agreement, such as TTIP, the
European Parliament is entitled to express its position on the agreement, by
means of a report, at any stage of the negotiations, based on Rule 108 of the
Rules of Procedure. The Committee on International Trade (INTA), which is the
lead committee on TTIP and therefore coordinates Parliament's activities on
the agreement, has therefore decided to draw up a report with
recommendations to the Commission concerning the on-going negotiations.
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JURI will give an opinion to this report under Rule 53.

Parliament adopted a report on TTIP on 23 May 2013 in view of the start
of the TTIP negotiations1, which included recommendations to the Council
and the Commission concerning the EU negotiating mandate, which was
made public in October 20142.

JURI contributed to the 2013 report by an opinion in letter form, in which
it stressed that intellectual property is one of the driving forces of
innovation and creation and a pillar of the knowledge-based economy,
and that the agreement should therefore include strong protection of
precisely and clearly defined areas of Intellectual Property Rights (IPRs),
including geographical indications, and should be consistent with existing
international agreements and existing international standards of
protection. JURI also reaffirmed its support for the dismantling of
unnecessary regulatory barriers, and encouraged the Commission and the
US Administration to include in the agreement mechanisms (including
early upstream regulatory cooperation) aimed at preventing future
barriers. It stressed that Better Regulation and the reduction of regulatory
and administrative burdens are issues which must be at the forefront
when negotiating the TTIP, and that greater transatlantic regulatory
convergence should lead to more streamlined regulation which is easy to
understand and apply, in particular for SMEs.

Since the start of negotiations in July 2013, seven negotiating rounds have been held, and the eighth round
is scheduled to be held in Brussels in the first week of February 2015. According to the INTA rapporteur,
Bernd Lange, Parliament's upcoming report should contribute to a fresh start of the negotiations, now that
the new Commission is in place and after the midterm elections in the US.

On 9 January 2015, INTA presented a working document in which it outlined in broad terms the progress so
far and what could be expected for the future. It is stressed that bilateral trade agreements such as TTIP can
only ever be a second-best option to agreements on the multilateral level. Especially given the recent
positive developments in the WTO, it must be ensured that an agreement with the US will serve as a
stepping-stone for broader trade negotiations and will not be seen as an alternative to the WTO process.
While unregulated globalisation is an uncontrolled race to the bottom, we must attempt to create a
regulatory framework by strengthening regulations to the highest standards on a global level, so that social
and environment dumping is excluded.

However, when negotiations on TTIP are secret, there is no way that the democratic process can exert the
checks and balances required to guarantee an expected outcome. Parliament will therefore continue to
closely monitor the negotiating process and will engage with the Commission, Member States, the US
Congress and administration as well as stakeholders on both sides of the Atlantic in order to ensure an
outcome which will benefit citizens in the EU, the US and beyond. Parliament will have to give its consent to
an agreement, without which it cannot enter into force. The Commission is therefore well advised to take the
positions of Parliament into account.

According to Annex VI of the Rules of Procedure, JURI is responsible for the interpretation, application and
monitoring of Union law and compliance of Union acts with primary law, the interpretation and application of
international law in so far as the European Union is affected, better law-making and simplification of Union
law, civil and commercial law, procedural law, measures concerning judicial and administrative cooperation in
civil matters and intellectual property law.

For the purposes of TTIP, the committee is therefore primarily responsible for the subject matters being

1 European Parliament resolution of 23 May 2013 on EU trade and investment negotiations with the United States of America
(P7_TA(2013)0227).
2 Available here: http://data.consilium.europa.eu/doc/document/ST-11103-2013-DCL-1/en/pdf.

http://data.consilium.europa.eu/doc/document/ST-11103-2013-DCL-1/en/pdf
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negotiated in the chapters on Intellectual Property Rights, Regulatory Coherence and Transparency, and
Dispute Settlement/Arbitration.

On 27 January 2015, JURI and INTA held a joint public hearing on TTIP: Regulatory Aspects and Investor to
State Dispute Settlement (ISDS) and Arbitration. This hearing was very timely since the Commission published
its report on the recent public consultation of ISDS3 on 13 January 2015, and the eight round of TTIP
negotiations held in the first week of February 2015 focused heavily on regulatory aspects of TTIP. Following
this round, the Commission made its initial proposal for legal text on "Regulatory Cooperation" in TTIP
publicly available4. The next round of negotiations is scheduled to take place on 20-24 April 2015.

On 10 February 2015, the rapporteur in INTA, Bernd Lange, presented his draft report. Given the many critical
voices from the European public and given the weak public acceptance of the agreement under negotiation,
the rapporteur stresses that the Parliament will continue to push for the highest possible level of
transparency and will guarantee that only a good agreement will be adopted, an agreement which respects
European values, stimulates sustainable growth and contributes to the well-being of all citizens. The draft
report was considered at the INTA meeting on 24 February 2015.

The Committee held a first exchange of views on this dossier at the meeting on 23 February 2015. An
exchange of views took place on 3 March 2015 at a meeting organised by INTA and chaired by Mr Lange in
the presence of all of the draftspersons from the record breaking number of 14 opinion-giving committees.

At this meeting, the committee will consider the draft report prepared by the rapporteur, Mr Axel Voss.

________________________________________________________________________________________________

CONSIDERATION OF DRAFT REPORT
Regulatory Fitness and Performance Programme (REFIT): State of Play and Outlook

On 18 June 2014, the former Commission presented a communication
entitled "Regulatory Fitness and Performance Programme (REFIT): State of
Play and Outlook", a follow-up on its first report on REFIT from October
2013, which was the subject of Parliament's report on better law-making
of 4 February 2014.The REFIT programme aims to cut red tape, remove
regulatory burdens, simplify and improve the design and quality of
legislation, so that the policy objectives are achieved and the benefits of
EU legislation are enjoyed at lowest cost and with a minimum of
administrative burden, fully respecting the Treaties, particularly the
principles of subsidiarity and proportionality. Under REFIT, the
Commission is screening the entire stock of EU legislation on an ongoing
and systematic basis to identify burdens, inconsistencies and ineffective
measures and identified corrective actions.

The new Commission has announced that it will have a heavy focus on
Better Regulation, not least by entrusting its First Vice-President, Frans
Timmermans, with the overall responsibility for this subject, and by
appointing Edmund Stoiber and Enzo Moavero Milanesi as Special
Advisors to the Commission on Better Regulation. Mr Timmermans has

furthermore announced that a "better regulation package" will be presented
on 22 April 2015, which is likely to update the actions announced in the 2014 REFIT in order to take account
of the priorities of the new Commission, its work programme for 2015 and the upcoming renegotiation of
the 2003 Interinstitutional Agreement (IIA) on Better Law-making.

At its meeting on 20 January 2015, the committee held an exchange of views with Mr Timmermans and held

3 Available here: http://trade.ec.europa.eu/doclib/docs/2015/january/tradoc_153044.pdf.
4 Available here: http://trade.ec.europa.eu/doclib/docs/2015/february/tradoc_153120.pdf.

http://trade.ec.europa.eu/doclib/docs/2015/january/tradoc_153044.pdf
http://trade.ec.europa.eu/doclib/docs/2015/february/tradoc_153120.pdf
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a first exchange of views on this dossier during which the rapporteur, Mrs Sylvia-Yvonne Kaufmann, outlined
her ideas for the drawing up of the report.

In the draft report, Mrs Kaufmann welcomes the renewed support announced by the Commission for the
better regulation agenda, which she believes sends a strong political signal to the EU citizens who perceive
the EU as being too bureaucratic. It is important to uphold the momentum thus created and to ensure that a
solid new IIA can be agreed by the institutions in which Parliament's views and concerns are effectively taken
on board. The Commission must also be encouraged to persevere in its effort to create jobs through the
reduction of regulatory and administrative burdens, and ensure that the public interest objectives, including
consumer-friendly, environmental, social and health and safety-related standards as well as the standards for
equality between men and women, are not endangered. The dialogue with citizens, social partners and other
stakeholders and civil society helps to ensure that EU legislation is transparent, targeted and coherent.

The main issues dealt with in the draft report furthermore include stakeholder consultations, impact
assessments and European added value, SMEs and the Think Small First principle, ex-post evaluations of
legislation and the implementation of EU legislation by Member States, in particular measures to counter the
practice of gold plating whereby additional administrative burden is created.

One of the main points raised in the draft report concerns the huge number of withdrawals of legislative
proposals in the Commission's work programme for 2015 which were made with reference to the so-called
"principle of political discontinuity" and the fact that the Commission estimated that agreements on those
proposals would not be possible in the Council. The rapporteur believes that Parliament ought to send a
strong message to the Commission to not take any action in connection with the working programme which
could jeopardize the political trust between the institutions, in particular if taken under the umbrella of
simplification and better regulation.

At this meeting, the committee will consider Mrs Kaufmann's draft report.

________________________________________________________________________________________________

IPR Enforcement

This item was postponed from the last
meeting. On Monday, 23 March 2015 the
rapporteur, Mr Svoboda (Chair), will present
his draft report entitled ‘Towards a renewed
consensus on the enforcement of intellectual
property rights: an EU action plan’. On 1 July
2014 the Commission presented an action

plan for IPR enforcement comprising ten actions with a special focus on a
‘follow the money’ approach, aiming at depriving commercial-scale
infringers of revenues.

The draft report broadly supports the Commission’s action plan,
supporting the targeted communication campaigns, the role given to
right-holders, and the development of memoranda of understanding. The
rapporteur also stresses the need to have a comprehensive IPR strategy
which includes a complete legal framework, adapted to the online
environment. The draft report considers it important to go further on
issues such as consumer information and the development of new
business models. Better consideration of SMEs is also deemed important
by the rapporteur, particularly as regards access to justice.

The deadline for amendments has been postponed to 17.00 on 26 March 2015.

________________________________________________________________________________________________
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EXCHANGE OF VIEWS
European Foundation

At this meeting, the committee will hold a further
exchange of views on the proposal for a statute for
the European Foundation, under the guidance of the
rapporteur, Dietmar Köster. The exchange of views will
be significantly marked by the fact that the
Commission has now withdrawn the proposal, as
there were no prospects of fulfilling the unanimity
requirement in the Council.

The purpose of the statute is to facilitate the cross-border activities of public
benefit foundations by laying down the conditions for the establishment
and operation of a new type of legal body, the European Foundation.

In the last term, under the rapporteurship of Evelyn Regner, Parliament
adopted an interim report in which it stated its point of view on the
proposed statute. Parliament voted in support of the proposal.

As the proposal has been withdrawn, the procedure will now come to an
end.

________________________________________________________________________________________________

VOTES

ADOPTION OF DRAFT REPORT
Conclusion, on behalf of the European Union, of the European Convention on the
legal protection of services based on, or consisting of, conditional access

This dossier is related to Directive 98/84/EC of the
European Parliament and of the Council of 20
November 1998 on the legal protection of
services based on, or consisting of, conditional
access 5 , which created a common legal
framework applicable throughout the Union for
combating illicit devices which allow for

unauthorised access to television services offered against payment and
effectively protecting such services. This protection covers both television
and radio broadcasting services and transmission by Internet.

In 1999, the Council of Europe started to draft a European convention on
the legal protection of services based on, or consisting of, conditional
access. Many European states which are not members of the Union may
provide havens for the development or distribution of devices for hacking
into conditional access services if their legal system does not provide for
sanctions against this very specific hacking activity. It was therefore
necessary to extend the provisions of the 1998 Directive and to create a
common and effective framework at European level for the protection of
these services.

5 OJ L 320, 28.11.1998, p. 54.
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The negotiations which were conducted by the Commission on behalf of the Union were successful and the
Convention, which was adopted in 2001, is fully compatible with the Directive. The wording of the two texts
differs only slightly in places.

However, before the Council could ask Parliament to give its approval to the conclusion of the Convention,
the Commission brought a case to the Court of Justice claiming that the Council had used an incorrect legal
basis for the decision concerning the signing of the Convention. Instead of using Article 207 TFEU on the
Common Commercial Policy, as proposed by the Commission, the Council had used Article 114 TFEU on
harmonisation in the Internal Market.

While this court case was pending, it was not possible to sign or approve the conclusion of the convention
on behalf of the Union. The judgement of the Court of Justice was presented in October 20136 and it ruled
on the side of the Commission. The correct legal basis was therefore Article 207 TFEU on the Common
Commercial Policy.

The Council was therefore able to adopt a decision on 14 April 2014 on the signing on behalf of the Union of
the convention, but since the new legal basis concerns matters falling under exclusive competences of the
Union, the possibility to conclude the convention of behalf of the Union was questioned with reference to
certain provisions which made reference to procedures within the Council of Europe taking into account that
the Union is not a member of that international organisation.

The matter was discussed in the Council during 2014, and as a consequence thereof the draft Council
decision on the conclusion of the convention on behalf of the Union, for which the consent of Parliament has
been requested, therefore now includes an annex in which the Union declares that it fully recognises the
objectives pursued by the convention, but also expresses its concern regarding the application of those
procedural provisions, on the basis of its exclusive competence.

Taking into account that it is not possible to renegotiate the convention in order to address this problem -
which in any event falls within the field of external representation of the Union, for which the Council and the
Commission are primarily responsible - and with reference to the fact that the convention would effectively
extend the scope of the framework provided by Directive 98/84/EC outside of the Union and thereby combat
threats to protected services, the rapporteur, Mrs Pavel Svoboda, therefore considers that JURI should
recommend that the Parliament should give its consent to the conclusion of the convention.

In accordance with Rule 99 of the Rules of Procedures, amendments tabled in committee in a consent
procedure are considered admissible only if they aim to reverse the recommendation as proposed by the
rapporteur.

An exchange of views on this dossier was held at the JURI meeting in November 2014 with the Commission
and the then Italian Presidency of the Council. The committee considered the draft recommendation of the
rapporteur, Mr Pavel Svoboda, at its meeting on 23 February 2015. No amendments were tabled to this
recommendation.

At this meeting, the Committee will vote.

________________________________________________________________________________________________

ADOPTION OF DRAFT REPORT
Revision of the European Small Claims Procedure

At this meeting the committee will vote on the draft report and confer a
negotiating mandate.

The purpose of the Commission’s initiative is to make various changes to the
Small Claims Procedure, which is particularly valuable to citizens and small and

6 Judgment of the Court of Justice of 22 October 2013, Commission v Council, C-137/12, ECLI:EU:C:2013:675.
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medium-sized businesses. In

particular, the aim is to increase the threshold for the Small Claims
Procedure, thus simplifying a larger number of cases.

Another important part of the proposal aims to encourage
electronic communication between the court and the parties in
order to accelerate proceedings. The Commission also wants to
encourage the holding of hearings by video-conference, thus
reducing travel expenses for the parties.

The draft report is broadly supportive of the aims of the
Commission proposal, approving most major changes. However,
the rapporteur also suggests making some changes in order to
make the procedure more citizen-friendly and to give courts
greater latitude to decide when a hearing is absolutely necessary.
Other Members have tabled a total of 74 amendments to the
draft report.

Assuming that a negotiating mandate is conferred, trilogues will
be organised with the Council and the Commission from April.

________________________________________________________________________________________________

ADOPTION OF DRAFT OPINION
Strengthening of certain aspects of the presumption of innocence and of the right to
be present at one’s trial in criminal proceedings

During the last legislative term, the Committee on Legal Affairs delivered an
opinion to the Committee on Civil Liberties, Justice and Home Affairs
concerning a proposal which is central to criminal proceedings in Europe.
Indeed, building on the extensive case-law of the European Court of Human
Rights (ECtHR), the draft directive aims
to lay down minimum rules concerning
certain aspects of the right of suspects
and accused persons to be presumed

innocent unless proven guilty by a final judgment.

Owing to the end of the legislative term, the procedure had to start
afresh and the Committee on Legal Affairs now has a new opportunity
to deal with this file.

The proposal covers the following principles:

1) a court or public official may not publicly present the suspects or
accused persons as if they were guilty of an offence if they have not
been tried and convicted of it by a final judgment;

2) the burden of proof is on the prosecution, and any reasonable
doubts regarding guilt should benefit the accused;

3) the right not to incriminate oneself and not to cooperate and the
right to remain silent lie at the heart of the proposal. In particular, the
right to remain silent must be ensured and any inferences drawn from
the fact that suspects make use of this right should be excluded;

4) the proposal lays down the right of the accused person to be

Procedure: 2013/0407 (COD)

Basic doc: (COM)2013/0821

Legal basis: Article 82(2)(b)
TFEU

Rapporteur: Pascal Durand

Administrator: Andrea Scrimali

Lead committee: LIBE- Nathalie
Griesbeck

PRELIMINARY TIMETABLE

Exchange of views:
19-20.01.2015

Consideration of draft opinion:

9.03.2015

Deadline for amendments:
02.03.2015

Adoption JURI: 23-24.03.0215

Procedure: 2013/0403(COD)

Basic doc: COM(2013)794

Legal basis: Article 81(1) TFEU

Rapporteur: Lidia Joanna Geringer de
Oedenberg

Administrator: Alexander Keys

PRELIMINARY TIMETABLE

Exchange of views: 24.09.2014

Presentation of draft report:
11.11.2014

Deadline for amendments:
27.11.2014

Debate on amendments: 20.01.2015

Vote in JURI: 24.03.2015

It is planned that trilogues will
commence thereafter.
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present at his or her trial, with few, limited exceptions. It provides that Member States must ensure that the
right to be present applies to any trial aimed at assessing the question of the guilt of the accused person
(both conviction and acquittal decisions);

5) a non-regression clause aims to ensure that the setting of common minimum standards does not have the
effect of lowering standards in certain Member States and that the standards set in the Charter and in the
ECHR are maintained.

The deadline for amendment expired on 2 March 2015. At this meeting, the committee will vote on the draft
opinion.

________________________________________________________________________________________________

ADOPTION OF DRAFT OPINION IN LETTER FORM
Maximum permitted levels of radioactive contamination of food and feed following
a nuclear accident or any other case of radiological emergency

By letter of 5 February 2015, the Committee on the Environment, Public
Health and Food Safety requested the Committee on Legal Affairs to
provide an opinion on the appropriateness of the legal basis for the
above-mentioned proposal for a Council regulation, pursuant to Rule 39
of the Rules of Procedure.

The proposal is based on Articles 31 and 32 of the Treaty establishing
the European Atomic Energy Community (Euratom), which relate to the
establishment, revision and supplementing of basic standards for the
protection of the health of workers and the general public against the
dangers arising from radiation.

Amendments in the Committee on the Environment, Public Health and
Food Safety to the proposal aim at changing the legal basis to Articles
168(4)(b) of the Treaty on the Functioning of the European Union (TFEU),
which relates to the adoption of measures in the veterinary and
phytosanitary fields which have as their direct objective the protection of
public health in order to meet common safety concerns, and Article 114

TFEU, on the approximation of laws which have as their object the establishment and functioning of the
internal market.

At this meeting, the committee will consider the legal basis and vote on an opinion.

________________________________________________________________________________________________

CONSIDERATION OF AMENDMENTS
The implementation of Directive 2001/29/EC of 22 May 2001 on the harmonisation
of certain aspects of copyright and related rights in the information society

In the Political Guidelines for the next European Commission, presented by the
then President-designate Jean-Claude Juncker on 15 July 2014, the reform of
copyright in Europe as part of the setting-up of the Digital Single Market was
presented as one the top-ten priorities of the Commission.

In view of this, and since intellectual property law is one of the main competences
of the Committee on Legal Affairs, the Committee has set up a Working Group on
IPR and Copyright Reform, which consists of members and staff of JURI as well as
of other relevant committees.

Procedure: 2013/0451(NLE)

Basic doc: COM(2013)0943

Rapporteur: Heidi Hautala

Administrator: Magnus
Nordanskog

PRELIMINARY TIMETABLE

Exchange of views:
24/03/2014

Vote in JURI: 24/03/2015
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Procedure: 2014/2256(INI)

Basic doc: Directive
2001/29/EC

Legal basis: Articles 47(2), 55
and 95 ECT

Rapporteur: Julia Reda

Administrator: Magnus
Nordanskog

PRELIMINARY TIMETABLE

Presentation of draft report:
20/01/2015

Continued consideration of
draft report: 23/02/2005

Deadline for amendments:
03/03/2015, at 12.00

Consideration of
amendments: 24/03/2015

Vote in JURI: 07/05/2015

Plenary: June 2015

This group meets about once a month in order to hear invited experts from, in particular, academia, civil
society and other interested stakeholders, and to discuss particular subject areas relevant to IPR and
copyright reform, with a view to drawing up working documents aimed at assisting Members in assessing
and working with upcoming Commission proposals and activities in this area. To launch this working group,
the Committee held a public hearing in Brussels on 11 November 2014 on the future of copyright in Europe,
in cooperation with the Committee on Culture and Education.

At the first meeting of the Working Group in December 2014, an
exchange was held with Mr Oettinger, the Commissioner responsible for
copyright. He announced that the Commission will present a legislative
proposal on European copyright during 2015 and that he stands ready to
work together with Parliament on this. The Committee will therefore
attempt to do its own analytical work in parallel with the Commission
during the preparatory work for its upcoming proposals, in particular by
conducting its own better regulation activities, this being another focus
of the new Commission.

The first step will be to draw up an implementation report on the main
piece of current legislation in the area of copyright in Europe, namely the
Directive on the harmonisation of certain aspects of copyright and related
rights in the information society, the so-called InfoSoc Directive. This
report will be accompanied by an ex post impact assessment
commissioned by the Committee from the European Parliamentary
Research Service (EPRS).

The results of the implementation report will then possibly be followed
up with other better regulation activities in JURI, such as public
consultations and an ex ante impact assessment of the resulting
suggestions for policy options when it comes to reforming copyright in
Europe, all in anticipation of the parallel activities of the Commission in
view of its upcoming proposal.

A first exchange of views on the dossier was held at the JURI meeting in December 2014 and the rapporteur,
Julia Reda, presented her draft report at the meeting in January 2015. A second consideration of the draft
report was held at the meeting in February 2015.

At this meeting, the Committee will consider the 556 amendments which have been tabled to the draft
report.
________________________________________________________________________________________________

IN CAMERA

OF CREDENTIALS (RULE 3)

The President announced in plenary that the competent national authorities had
given notice of the appointment of the following as Member of the European
Parliament, with effect from the date shown below:

 Mr Miguel URBÁN CRESPO (to replace Ms Teresa RODRIGUEZ-RUBIO),
as from 5 March 2015.

In accordance with Rule 3 of the Rules of Procedure, on the basis of a report by the JURI Committee,
Parliament will verify the credentials without delay and rule on the validity of the mandate of each of its

Legal basis: Rule 3 RoP

Rapporteur: Pavel
Svoboda

Administrator: Andrea
Scrimali

PRELIMINARY TIMETABLE

Exchange of views:
23-24.03.2015
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newly elected Members. Parliament will also rule on any dispute referred to it pursuant to the provisions of
the Act of 20 September 1976, except those based on national electoral laws.

It is not possible to confirm the validity of the mandate of a Member unless the written declarations required
on the basis of Article 7 of the Act of 20 September 1976 and Annex I to the Rules have been made. Until
such time as a Member’s credentials have been verified or a ruling has been given on any dispute, the
Member will take his or her seat in Parliament and in its bodies and enjoy all the rights attaching thereto.

________________________________________________________________________________________________

DISPUTES INVOLVING PARLIAMENT (RULE 141)

Cases F-7/15, Dumitrescu and others v European Commission,F-8/15,
Asinari and Nacheli Vallecillo v European Commission, F-10/15, Filion,
Lefebvre and Gomez v European Commission, F-11/15, Tsilikas v
European Commission, F-12/15, McGillivray v European Commission,
F-13/15, Alvarez y Bejarano and others v European Commission,
F-14/15, Aycinena and others v European Commission, F-15/15,
Schaffrin v European Commission, F-27/15, Ardalic and others v
Council of the European Union - Possible intervention by Parliament.

Parliament was notified of nine actions brought before the Civil Service
Tribunal pursuant to Article 263 TFEU. The applications include an objection
of illegality of Article 8 of Annex VII to the Staff Regulations, as amended by
Regulation (EU) No 1023/2013 of the European Parliament and the Council
of 22 October 2013, raised in accordance with Article 277 TFEU.

Article 8 of Annex VII to the Staff Regulations concerns the reimbursement
of travel expenses from the place of employment to the place of origin
granted to officials for the purpose of visiting their home country. The
provisions introduced by Regulation (EU) No 1023/2013 have significantly
reduced, or even altogether removed in certain cases, the flat-rate payment
payable to those officials whose place of origin is outside the European Union.

Regulation (EU) No 1023/2013 was adopted under the ordinary legislative procedure. The Committee is,
therefore, to decide whether to recommend to the President, in accordance with Rule 141(4), that Parliament
should intervene before the Civil Service Tribunal in order to defend the validity of the provision in question.

Case F-21/15, Wanègue v. Committee of the Regions - Objection of illegality of Article 3 of Annex VI
and Article 31, paragraph 5, of Annex XIII of the Staff Regulations - Possible intervention of the
European Parliament

Parliament was notified of an action brought before the Civil Service Tribunal pursuant to Article 263 TFEU.
The application includes an objection of illegality of Article 3 of Annex VI and Article 31, paragraph 5, of
Annex XIII of the Staff Regulations, as amended by Regulation (EU) No 1023/2013 of the European
Parliament and the Council of 22 October 2013, raised in accordance with Article 277 TFEU.

Article 3 of Annex VI and Article 31, paragraph 5, of Annex XIII of the Staff Regulations concern
compensatory leave and remuneration for overtime working.

Regulation (EU) No 1023/2013 was adopted under the ordinary legislative procedure. The Committee is,
therefore, to decide whether to recommend to the President, in accordance with Rule 141(4), that Parliament
should intervene before the Civil Service Tribunal in order to defend the validity of the provision in question.

Procedure: Rule 141

Rapporteur:

Jean-Marie Cavada

Administrator:

Andrea Scrimali

PRELIMINARY TIMETABLE

Exchange of views:

23-24.03.2015

Adoption JURI:

23-24.03.2015
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Cases F-31/15, Carpenito v Council of the European Union, and F-32/15, Dumont du Voitel and
others v Council of the European Union - Possible intervention by Parliament.

Parliament was notified of two actions brought before the Civil Service Tribunal pursuant to Article 91 of the
Staff Regulations TFEU. The applications challenge the legality of Regulation (EU) No 422/2014 and
Regulation (EU) No 423/2014 pursuant to Article 277 TFEU.

Regulation (EU) No 422/2014 and Regulation (EU) No 423/2014 adjusted the remuneration and pensions of
officials and other staff of the European Union with effect from 1 July 2011 and 1 July 2012 respectively. They
were adopted under the ordinary legislative procedure.

The Committee is, therefore, to decide whether to recommend to the President, in accordance with Rule
141(4), that Parliament should intervene before the Civil Service Tribunal in order to defend the validity of the
provisions in question.

_____________________________________________________________________________________________

IMMUNITIES

Viktor Uspaskich

Hearing

Type of procedure:

Waiver of immunity

Procedure: 2014/2203 (IMM)

Legal basis: RoP Rule 6

Notice to Members: 30/2014 & 36/2015

Rapporteur: Laura Ferrara

Administrator: Carine Piaguet

Preliminary Timetable:

Exchange of views: 24.02.2015

Hearing: 24.03.2015

António Marinho e Pinto

Vote

Type of procedure:

Waiver of immunity

Procedure: 2014/2191(IMM)

Legal basis: RoP Rule 6

Notice to Members: 32/2014

Rapporteur: Kostas Chrysogonos

Administrator: Alexander Keys

Preliminary Timetable:

Hearing: 09.03.2015

Vote: 24.03.2015

Viktor Uspaskich

Vote

Type of procedure:

Waiver of immunity

Procedure: 2014/2095 (IMM)

Legal basis: RoP Rule 6

Notice to Members: 21&26/2014

Rapporteur: Evelyn Regner

Administrator: Robert Bray

Preliminary Timetable:

Hearing: 24.02.2015

Exchange of views: 09.03.2015

Jérôme Lavrilleux

Hearing

Type of procedure:

Waiver of immunity

Procedure: 2015/2014(IMM)

Legal basis: RoP Rule 6

Notice to Members: 04/2015

Rapporteur: Heidi Hautala

Administrator: Carine Piaguet

Preliminary Timetable:

Exchange of views: 09.03.2015

Hearing: 24.03.2015
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SUBSCRIPTIONS WATCH LIVE: EP website or EuroparlTV

JURI Report: juri-secretariat@europarl.europa.eu Re-Watch: EP multimedia library

JURI Press Releases: lega-press@europarl.europa.eu
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Sotirios Zarianopoulos

Hearing

Type of procedure:

Waiver of immunity

Procedure: 2015/2015(IMM)

Legal basis: RoP Rule 6

Notice to Members: 06/2015

Rapporteur: Laura Ferrara

Administrator: Alexander Keys

Preliminary Timetable:

Hearing: 24.03.2015

Vote: April 2015

Ivan Jakovčic

Vote

Type of procedure:

Waiver of immunity

Procedure: 2014/2169 (IMM)

Legal basis: RoP Rule 6

Notice to Members: 28/2014

Rapporteur: Tadeusz Zwiefka

Administrator: Andrea Scrimali

Preliminary Timetable:

Exchange of views: 1-2.12.2014

Hearing: 9.03.2015

Adoption JURI: 23-24.03.2015

Adoption Plenary: 25.03.2015

Gabriele Albertini

Vote

Type of procedure:

Defence of immunity

Procedure: 2014/2096 (IMM)

Legal basis: RoP Rule 7

Notices to Members: 0025/2014,
0027/2014, 0029/2014, 0035/2015,
0007/2015, 0009/2015

Rapporteur: Andrzej Duda

Administrator: Andrea Scrimali

Preliminary Timetable:

Exchange of views: 1-2.12.2014,
23-24.02.2015, 9.03.2015

Hearing: 23-24.02.2015

Adoption JURI: 23-24.03.2015

Adoption Plenary: 25.03.2015
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